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naïve contestant—how they judged their show’s chances. Offstage, Bobby wasn’t
so starry-eyed, and it was Benson who offered a more optimistic “8 ½” to
Bobby’s “8.” Shlenker may or may not have been quoting Guys and Dolls when
he said “it’s better than even money.”

Finally, Sawyer went to the opening night party in Baltimore, where everyone
cheered Kagan as he read a review that said, “Smile has already won the regional
finals and is ready to compete in the big leagues.” But Sawyer added, “Not all
the reviews were glowing. Will Smile be a hit? Tomorrow night, the show finds
out. A week from tonight, we’ll let you know.”

The reviews were dreadful. So a week later, 60 Minutes broadcast its three
standard subjects (and Andy Rooney, too) without offering any mention of Smile.
Was the program reneging completely in light of the show’s bad reception? Near
broadcast’s end, longtime host Mike Wallace took a few seconds to clean up odds
and ends from previous weeks; the broadcast was wrapping up, and Smile had
missed its chance. But then Wallace said, “Last week, we promised to tell you
what the critics thought of the Broadway musical Smile,” before pausing and
adding unemotionally, “Not much.”

Smile. November 24, 1986–January 3, 1987. 48 performances. 

1987–1988

The Biggest Hit 
The Phantom of the Opera

“My show never stops.”

The Phantom of the Opera‘s first entry in the Guinness Book of World Records
states that it’s Broadway’s longest-running show. As of this writing, more than
twenty-two years’ worth of playgoers have seen that chandelier descend.

(Slowly. Very slowly. Too slowly, in fact, and not commensurate with the panic
of the people on stage who are just about to be smashed by it. Surprising that
crackerjack director Harold Prince didn’t think to make his actors on stage move
in slow motion so that chandelier and cast would be in sync.

Nevertheless, this oversight obviously hasn’t hurt the $8 million production
from grossing more than $715 million on Broadway alone, and $3.2 billion
worldwide.)

But Phantom has another World Record in the Guinness book. George Lee
Andrews has been recognized, too, for doing more performances in a Broadway
show than any other performer ever has. 
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Those familiar with other performers’ long-running records may be surprised
that Carol Channing doesn’t hold the title for Hello, Dolly! or Yul Brynner for
The King and I did more. No. In fact, add her 4,500 performances as Dolly Levi
to his 4,626 outings as the King of Siam, and they amount to only a few more
performances than the total George Lee Andrews has amassed in The Phantom
of the Opera. Putting it into perspective, such teen idols as Miley Cyrus and
Vanessa Hudgens have never lived a day when Phantom and George Lee
Andrews have not been on Broadway.

“Everyone knew it was going to be a huge hit, so at the auditions, I saw every
character man in New York auditioning, too,” Andrews says. His eyes sparkle
as he adds, “This show was obviously going to run for at least two years—maybe
even five.” 

Of course, Andrews had a leg up because he had a history with the Prince. Of
the three Broadway shows in which Andrews had appeared, two—A Little Night
Music (1973) and On the Twentieth Century (1978)—had been staged by Prince.
(The other, Merlin, was our biggest flop of 1982–1983.) And though Andrews
had been the butler in the original Night Music, he was promoted to the lead,
Frederick Egerman, for the national tour that starred Jean Simmons as Desiree
and Margaret Hamilton as Madame Armfeldt.

Andrews still vividly recalls what happened after his final Phantom audition.
He stayed on stage while Prince went to the back of the house to sit and discuss
him with composer Andrew Lloyd Webber and producer Cameron Mackintosh.
As he says, 

I could overhear that Hal wanted me to do Don Attilio, the singer who
appears in Il Muto [the opera-within-the-play]. Andrew and Cameron,
though, were pointing out that the actor who plays Don Attilio in London
also understudies the Phantom—which everyone knew I couldn’t do
because I’m a bass baritone. Though the Phantom is said to be a baritone,
he’s a really baritone with tenor chops—which I don’t have.

So Andrews was worried. Then, he says, 

I overheard Hal tell Andrew and Cameron that I could instead understudy
both of the managers, Monsieur Firmin and Monsieur André. And while
they were arguing, Hal suddenly got up and came trotting down to the
front of the stage. He told me, “I really want to get you in this show.” And
I relaxed, because I believed that he would.

No one can say that Andrews hasn’t paid Prince back with his loyalty. “At
first,” he says, “I figured I’d do it for two years. But then I got bumped up to play
Monsieur Firmin, the manager, and I said, ‘Okay, I’ll stay another two years.’”
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Two years passed, and Andrews discovered reasons to stay on:

The security is important. At that time, I had two kids who were ten and
fourteen. This would give me the means to pay for any future schooling
they’d want. But that wasn’t the only good thing about it. So many actors
have to go out of town very often and they wind up not even getting to
know their kids. This show let me be there for them when they needed me.

Andrews played Monsieur Firmin for eleven years. Since then, he’s played the
slightly larger role of Monsieur André. But over these twenty-two years, Andrews
has every now and then flirted with leaving. 

I auditioned for other shows. Then I’d hear some songs or read the script
and know they weren’t going to be around very long. Doing the occasional
reading and workshop keeps my creative juices flowing, and I have taken
some time off every now and then to do a limited run of a show. But I know
I’ve got a nice part right here in Phantom, and a good paycheck, too.

In other words, the Angel of Music you know is better than the devil you don’t.
While many actors in long-run shows rationalize by saying, “Every performance

is different because the audience is different,” Andrews claims that almost every
performance is different because he’s not always playing with the same actors. “When
you figure in vacations, replacements, subs, and sicknesses, the show itself doesn’t
change, but the connections on stage do. And that’s fun. As corny as it sounds, I
always try to give a better performance from the one I did the previous night.”

Of course, Andrews hasn’t been there for every performance. He does take
his two-week vacation every year, often to return to his native Milwaukee. “I
don’t miss the show when I’m away, but I’m not unhappy to get back. It’s nice
to know that it’s still there. I will say that if I were on vacation and didn’t want
to go back, then I’d really have to leave.”

Not yet. He’s uncertain if his retirement or the show’s closing will come first.
“I’m sixty-seven,” he admits, “so people are always saying, ‘When are you going
to retire?’ That does get me thinking, but I always come to the conclusion that
I’ll worry about it some other time.”

He does occasionally get tuckered. 

Appearing in a Broadway show is hard work, because it’s physically and
mentally involving and tiring. But I know that I’m in better physical and
mental shape than I would have been had I not been doing this eight times a
week with no real layoffs. [Dressing room–mate] David Cryer figured out
that we climb more than three hundred steps a performance. No matter what
else I do Sunday through Saturday, I get quite a workout eight times a week.
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There are more stairs, too, when he goes to his third-floor dressing room.
“Most of the time there I read, but out of one ear, I can hear the show through
the speaker system. By now, there’s a certain cue that automatically goes off in
my head when I know I have so much time to get back downstairs for my next
entrance. That’s been ingrained for a while.”

Actually, Andrews isn’t that surprised that he has this talent for longevity.
“When I was in high school, I got a perfect attendance medal. And when I started
acting in Milwaukee, a writer for a local paper described me as the workhorse
of the group.”

In the past twenty-two years, he’s seen the musical go from a white-hot ticket
to a staple at the “pushcart,” as the industry calls the TKTS discount booth. 

Around two years in, the laughs either got smaller or disappeared all
together. I wondered if we were doing something wrong, but I finally
realized that we weren’t playing to the tri-state audience anymore, but for
many foreign people who don’t know English. But I don’t believe we’ve
ever had a performance when the house was any less than two-thirds filled.
In recent years, the movie helped us rather than hurt us. People who saw
the movie suddenly wanted to see it live, and we got a whole new
generation in here.

But it’s been a few years since anyone saw more than one original cast member
on stage. Andrews reports that in 2005, when Mary Leigh Stahl, who played
both the Wardrobe Mistress and the Confidante in the opera-within-a-play, left
the cast, he then became the sole original cast survivor. Before her, Andrews
reports that Richard Warren Pugh, the original Auctioneer, left for a very different
reason: “He passed away.” 

No one can accuse Andrews of not being sentimental about them and all the
others. 

After the first year, people whom I’d enjoyed were leaving, people with
whom I’d gone through that exciting opening together. I started thinking,
“The rest of us are going to forget them, and I don’t want that to happen.”
So I asked everyone who left for an eight-by-ten glossy, and I started a wall
where I put their pictures so we could always see them. Even if people came
back—and plenty have—their pictures stayed on the wall.

Eventually, though, the walls were filled. “So,” says Andrews, “I took them
all down, scanned them, and reduced them to four-by-sixes. Now I put about
fifty on a poster-sized sheet, and frame them.” Over 250 actors are on the
basement walls.

Mishaps in the twenty-two years? 
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There are scenes where I must read letters, and occasionally the prop people
give you the wrong one. You look at the letter you’re supposed to be reading,
and you see words you’re not supposed to be saying. So you look away from
the letter, but then you remember that you’re supposed to be reading, so you
look back at the words you’re not saying. It’s very easy to get confused.

Most of all, Andrews especially remembers a Wednesday in 1990: 

During the matinee, I was playing Firmin, but the actor playing André fell
ill, and at intermission decided he just couldn’t continue. Because I was his
understudy, I took over for him, and my understudy took over Firmin. And
because I’d taken some time off to do the City Opera production of A Little
Night Music, I wound up playing Frederick Egerman that night. Three roles
in one day!

(Perhaps the Guinness Book of World Records needs to hear about this, too.)
But by and large, Phantom is a well-maintained machine, and mistakes,

Andrews reports, have been minimal. 

Considering it’s a gothic type of musical, you’d think it would be haunted
at least a bit, but it’s not. My daughter [Jennifer Lee Andrews] played
Cosette in Les Miz for a while, and said, “We have so many turntable
problems, and we have to stop the show pretty often. Do things like that
happen in your show, too?” I told her, “My show never stops.”

And has he become at all chummy with Lord Andrew Lloyd Webber? Says
Andrews, “I think he probably does know who I am.”

The Phantom of the Opera. January 26, 1988–. Over 9,400 performances.

The Biggest Flop 
Chess

The-about-to-be period piece.

The obvious contender for biggest flop of the season would be the five-
performance Carrie. Too bad, for, as Wicked proved many years later, there was
a market for a musical about a teenage girl who feels unpopular. 

But few Broadway observers thought that the musical version of Stephen
King’s horror novel had much of a future. And while the songwriters had
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won an Oscar for the title song to Fame, one song doth not a score make.
There was, though, one atypical bit of hoopla surrounding Carrie. Not that

often does a mass-market paperback book sport the logo of a Broadway musical.
But in early 1988, Signet re-released King’s novel with the musical’s stylistic
three-red-line, two-white-line, one-red-teardrop logo. “The 4-million copy
bestseller is now an electrifying musical,” said a banner at the top of the book.
The back cover promised—and truer words were never spoken—“There’s never
been a musical like Carrie,” then listed the credits for the show. So while most
book collectors always want the first edition of any tome, musical theater
enthusiasts only want the sixty-first edition of Stephen King’s Carrie.

In case anyone’s wondering . . . after Linzi Hateley, who played Carrie White,
was drenched in “blood” just before show’s end, was she able to get it off in time
for her curtain call? In fact, no. She didn’t even try, but emerged still bloodied,
looking like the wrath of God. 

But the biggest flop of the season was really Chess—the musical in which
Anatoly, a Soviet chess champ (David Carroll) was to do battle with Freddie, the
American challenger (Philip Casnoff). Of course, romance would cause a minor
war, too, as Freddie’s manager, Florence (Judy Kuhn), fell in love with Anatoly,
which brought his wife, Svetlana (Marcia Mitzman), no pleasure. Needless to
say, the show made use of the Cold War rivalry between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.,
and of the symbolism offered by the game, in which human beings could be seen
as pawns to a political power.

Carrie lost $8 million to Chess’s $6 million, but the expectations for the former
were far lower than the latter. Chess’s music was already known to millions
because of its concept album with music by Benny Andersson and Bjorn Ulvaeus
(of ABBA fame) and lyrics by Tim Rice (of Jesus Christ Superstar and Evita).

Besides, while both musicals had previously been produced in London, Carrie
was a failure that had limped to Broadway, with the legendary Barbara Cook
deciding not to repeat her role as Carrie’s mad mother, Margaret. Chess, though,
opened on Broadway boasting that its London edition had just celebrated its
second anniversary in the West End. It was destined to run yet another year. 

The two shows dovetailed through their directors. Carrie’s director, Terry Hands,
and Chess’s, Trevor Nunn, were once co-artistic directors of the Royal Shakespeare
Company. Though both had green-lit the wildly acclaimed The Life and Adventures
of Nicholas Nickleby and Les Misérables, Nunn had codirected with John Caird,
while Hands had “only” produced. What’s more, Nunn had directed Cats, too. 

So Broadway was looking forward to Nunn’s Chess more than Hands’ Carrie.
While Nunn hadn’t had a hit with his last Broadway outing—Starlight Express—
he still was about to have his name on four musicals on Broadway. 

But only for two months. A song in the show claimed, “One night in Bangkok
makes a hard man humble;” so did the Broadway reception of Chess.

To be fair, the passage of time had dealt a blow to the musical. Chess, which
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had opened in London on May 14, 1986—more than a year before President
Reagan told Mr. Gorbachev to tear down that wall, reached Broadway only as
the Cold War was melting. While the Soviet empire did not officially fall until
Christmas Day, 1991, the handwriting was on the wall that the U.S.S.R. was
doomed. Despite the change in the political climate, the London Chess had
momentum that kept it going for another year; Chess on Broadway seemed to
be dealing with old news.

Yet, had the production that had opened in London been replicated here, the
reception would have been better. While Cats and Les Misérables had taken
every precaution to make the Broadway versions look exactly as it had done in
London, Chess in New York had a completely new look. Robin Wagner, the
designer of the London set, redesigned it for Broadway, adding enormously tall
towers that looked as if they were about to tip over and end any chess match
right then and there.

Worse, though, was the decision to have Richard Nelson add a genuine book.
The libretto didn’t illuminate the story, but slowed it. Many musical theater
enthusiasts believe the score to Chess is marvelous; the last thing they wanted to
see on stage was Nelson’s turgid book interrupting the segue of one memorable
song into the next. 

Had an exact replica of the London Chess opened on Broadway, the results
certainly would have been better. But “what might have been” will always haunt
Chess. Michael Bennett was originally signed to do it, and while some of his ideas
wound up in the London production, he had to bow out long before it even
reached rehearsals. No one can say for sure how much Chess lost because of
Bennett’s contracting AIDS, but one can assume that it was one of musical
theater’s greatest casualties.

Chess. April 28, 1988–June 25, 1988. 68 performances.

1988–1989

The Biggest Hit 
“My Marriage to Ernest Borgnine.”

So who won the Pulitzer Prize for drama in 1919, 1942, 1944, 1947, 1951,
1962, 1963, 1966, 1968, 1972, 1974, 1986, and 1997?

No one, that’s who. The Pulitzer committee decided that no author of a play
or musical merited an award that year. 
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Similarly speaking, we can’t name a biggest hit of 1988–89, because there
wasn’t one.

Jerome Robbins Broadway ran 633 performances, and Black and Blue
amassed 829, but both lost money, so they can’t be counted as hits. 

The highlight of the latter show came not during a performance, but at the
Tony Awards, when Ruth Brown accepted her Best Musical Actress Tony: “It
took me forty-two years to climb those eight steps.” Even years later, Brown
remembered something wonderful that happened after the ceremony: “Angela
Lansbury, a real Broadway lady,” she said, “came over and told me it was the
best thing anyone had ever said in any of the awards ceremonies she’d seen. And
she’d been to the Oscars, too!”

Ethel Merman, in her 1978 autobiography, had a chapter entitled “My
Marriage to Ernest Borgnine”—which was simply an empty page, for the star
did not want to discuss her thirty-two-day union with him. We must put an
almost empty page here, too, except to ask, was there ever a season that more
suggested that Broadway was in serious trouble?

The Biggest Flop 
Legs Diamond

Never have there been more serious contenders.

Which to choose?
There was a revival of Chu Chem—pronounced not “Choo Chemm” but

“Hucchum.” (It’s a Yiddish term meaning “wise man.”) Had Breakfast at
Tiffany’s not been such a disaster during 1966–1967, the original Chu Chem
would have been our biggest flop of that season; it closed in Philadelphia. Former
Broadway press agent Joshua Ellis is still talking about Yiddish legend Menasha
Skulnik’s coming out before the show to say, “Ladies and gentlemen, you and I
have spent wonderful times together in the theater”—before implying that this
would not be one of them.

Says Ellis, 

Skulnik had to stop the show to remind the orchestra that had just started
to play the vamp to a song that the tune had already been cut. He also told
the audience, “It was a terrible song.” Later he began the second act by
telling the crowd “that I must beg your indulgence one last time,” because
he had to deliver the news that Molly Picon, his costar, wouldn’t be able to
continue with the show. He did keep from us, though, that she had quit for
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good during intermission. So he introduced her understudy, Henrietta
Jacobson, who was about twice Picon’s size. As a result, she couldn’t get
into Picon’s costumes, but simply pinned them on what she’d happened to
wear to the theater that day

The 1989 Chu Chem didn’t encounter this much chaos, but at sixty-eight
performances, it was far from a hit.

Welcome to the Club was set in “A New York City jail exclusively for alimony
delinquents.” We met five incarcerated divorced husbands and three of their
unhappy ex-wives. By the end of the show (with book by Hemingway scholar A.
E. Hotchner, music by no less than Cy Coleman, and lyrics by both) most of the
couples get back together. But if the conflict between husbands and wives had
reached the stage where the men were jailed, there’d better be darned good
reasons for these happy endings. The authors couldn’t find them. Welcome
outwore its welcome after twelve performances.

Starmites, which took place both “on earth and inner space,” lasted sixty
performances. Liz Larsen portrayed Eleanor, a young teen who loses herself
literally in comic books, morphing into Bizarbara. Inner space is also where she
meets such women as Canibelle (Gwen Stewart) and Balbraka (Freida Williams),
as well as a lizard named Trinkulus (Gabriel Barre).

Shortly after Starmites closed, Barre saw Jason Alexander on a talk show.
After the host congratulated the star for his Jerome Robbins’ Broadway Best
Musical Actor Tony, Alexander said it wasn’t such a big deal because he’d beaten
a guy who played a lizard.

And then there was Senator Joe (based on Wisconsin’s McCarthy, of course),
which played its first preview on Friday, January 6, 1989, and its last ones on
Saturday, January 7, 1989. Not only did it not have the money to open, but it
also didn’t have enough to put up its marquee. Those who attended any of its
three previews entered a theater that still said Kenny Loggins on Broadway, even
though that show had closed more than two months earlier.

Senator Joe’s failure to open deprived the world of knowing what the critics
would have said about the scene that took place in McCarthy’s stomach. The stage
was flanked by grisly red drops, while two characters—one named “Enzyme” and
the other tabbed “Fatty Deposits”—did a dance designed for them by Wesley Fata.

But the biggest flop of the season had to be Legs Diamond.
Every year, the editors at New York Magazine face a conundrum. Who should

grace the cover of the Fall Preview issue? With the hundreds if not thousands of
entertainment options that Manhattan and the four other boroughs offer every
autumn, the editors must decide which personality will be of the most interest to
New Yorkers, and which has the most potential to deliver a memorable evening.

So the New York Magazine Fall Preview on September 12, 1988 featured
Peter Allen, the star of the upcoming Broadway musical Legs Diamond. That’s
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how big a hit the show about a Roaring Twenties gangster was expected to be.
Allen was pictured sitting with his back to a piano on which two chorines sat.

He was grabbing one’s left leg, while yet a third pair of upside-down legs were
poking up from the bottom of the cover.

Legs would be expected to abound in a musical called Legs Diamond—though
the character Allen would play wasn’t called Legs because he had a penchant for
female gams. Womanizer though he was, this gangster got his name for running
out on his friends. Would that seem to be a character in which audiences would
take much interest?

From the moment he saw the 1960 film The Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond,
Allen thought they would. He planned not only to star as the hoodlum, but to
write the music and the lyrics. He’d show Broadway just how magnificent he was.  

Allen (1944–1992) had an ego the size of Rhode Island—which may not be
big for a state, but certainly is for an ego. Notice that none of our biggest hits of
the season have had a composer-lyricist-star. One of those jobs is hard enough;
two may be manageable with only the greatest talents; someone who did all three
hadn’t happened on Broadway in a long time. Even Anthony Newley, who
starred in both Stop the World—I Want to Get Off (1962) and The Roar of the
Greasepaint—the Smell of the Crowd (1965) had his longtime collaborator Leslie
Bricusse help on each. Granted, George M. Cohan did all three tasks (and more),
but musicals were more primitive in the early part of the twentieth century. 

Allen’s writing a number of pop hits didn’t mean he could write a Broadway
score. He should have left the lyrics to theater wordsmiths who know how to
pick good spots for songs, and how to dramatize them. His song “Speakeasy”
stressed that such an establishment was a den of iniquity. Given that most people
today think of Prohibition as a bad idea, he would have made a more refreshing
choice by writing a song called “All We Want Is a Little Drink.” 

At a nightclub, a singer sang a lyric, “If you love me, let me hear your applause
/ If you love me my song is yours.” Legs interrupted her, sat at the piano, and
began singing different lyrics to the melody: “If you love me, let me see your
knockers / If you hate me, put your knockers away.” Allen was so secure that his
fans unconditionally adored him that he believed they would forgive the lapse of
taste because the song and the performance were his.

Legs Diamond’s chorus girls sounded squeaky and silly. The show taxed its
drummer, because he constantly had to tap out a rat-tat-tat-tat sound to emulate
machine gun fire. The audience had to be annoyed by plenty of police whistles, too. 

Who came up with the line, “Okay, girls—here comes A. R.! Let’s show him
the new number”? Original bookwriter Charles Suppon? His successor, Harvey
Fierstein? Doctor Bruce Vilanch? Whoever did can’t be too proud of such an
obvious song cue.

The worst flaw, though, was choosing a property about an unworthy character.
When Legs realizes that he can fix the World Series, he gets excited and starts
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singing, “Life’s getting better every day.” This is a character we cannot get behind. 
Allen was also unconvincing as a gangster who strung along three women

(Randall Edwards, Brenda Braxton, Julie Wilson). Vilanch says, “I told Peter that
no one would accept him in this heterosexual role after he’d outed himself so
vividly. I also told him that he was only attracted to the show because of the
spats-and-tux duds he’d get to wear. I warned him never again to do a show just
because of the costumes.”

Vilanch says that neither he nor the first two librettists came up with the
show’s most memorable line. For after Legs had seemingly been killed in the first
act—only to appear very much alive in the second—he yelled, “Only a critic can
kill me!” Allen himself came up with that one.

That, didn’t make him a bookwriter, though Allen probably believed that he
could do that, too. The irony is that if Allen had been able to settle solely for writing
the music for the show, he would have at least been applauded for a job well done.
If this had still been the era when Broadway musicals got albums recorded by jazz
and instrumental artists—such as Lester Lanin Plays “I Had a Ball”—Legs
Diamond would have sounded very good. “When I Get My Name in Lights” was
a snazzy opening number; “Cut of the Cards” was a rhythmic winner; and “The
Man Nobody Could Love” was a second act success that many people would have
hummed coming out of the theater—if they’d only stayed for the second act.

Actually, the critics weren’t brutal. Frank Rich in the New York Times said it
best when he called it “a sobering interlude of minimum-security imprisonment
that may inspire you to pull out a pen and attend to long-neglected tasks.” That,
though, did keep the box office from keeping busy.

And yet, Legs’s last days saw rabid musical theater enthusiasts hoping that it
would run forever. For in early 1989, the Nederlander Organization first leased,
and then sold, the Mark Hellinger Theatre to the Times Square Church—but
stated that the new owners couldn’t take possession until Legs closed. Even
having this Peter Allen atrocity on the boards was preferable to losing one of the
town’s most beautiful theaters. 

But finally, this Australian’s show went down under, with a loss of nearly $6
million. At the closing performance’s curtain call, Allen remained on stage to
show his gratitude to the many who’d got him this far. “We might as well thank
these people now,” he said. “I mean, we ain’t gonna see ya at the Tonys.” 

And, for that matter, the Hellinger, which had played host to five Tony
Awards, would never see another. The Nederlander Organization didn’t take the
advice that its tenants 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue had given thirteen years earlier:
“Take Care of This House.” The theater was lost to Broadway for at least the
next two decades to come—and probably for many more.

Legs Diamond. December 26, 1988–February 19, 1989. 64 performances.
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